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The shift towards vehicle autonomy is already impacting the automotive industry and will continue to do so as it

arrives. Today, the eco-system is evolving rapidly as a number of OEMs announce new initiatives while investing

in, or acquiring, suppliers of autonomous technologies and systems. Similarly emerging from the eco-system are a

growing number of industry partnerships and new start-ups dedicated to the development of these systems – from

specialized system-on-a-chip units through to full sensor suites.

The reach of the autonomous eco-system itself will span multiple sectors. Beyond the development and launch of

passenger-oriented features, systems, and vehicles – consumers will also benefit from autonomous service

offerings from commercial and mobility service providers. This reach provides expansion opportunities for

traditional automotive players as well as an entry point for newer start-ups and consumer technology firms,

making the eco-system increasingly competitive.

This report examines this eco-system thoroughly, detailing the autonomous strategies of major OEMs and outlining

its latest trends. The key partnerships made by these OEMs are similarly profiled and the ways in which the eco-

system is evolving are identified. Its scope extends further to highlight the technologies used to enable vehicle

autonomy while understanding the regulations surrounding autonomous vehicles and services in different regions.
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> What are the strategies 
towards autonomy from 
major OEMs?

> What partnerships are 
made and how is the 
ecosystem evolving?

> What ADAS/AV strategies do 
suppliers have in place?

> What are the latest trends 
within the autonomous car 
ecosystem?

Key questions answered
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Introduction

Introduction

Tier 1 suppliers, tech players and OEMs are all active in developing and
bringing to market differing levels of autonomy and mobility services. It is
clear that some OEMs are pushing harder and leading the deployment of
ADAS and autonomy while others are taking a wait and watch approach. At
the same time, the industry is experiencing a shift away from traditional
supplier/OEM relationships, to deeper collaborations, partnerships and joint
ventures.

This guide gives a high-level overview of the autonomous ecosystem and
landscape while highlighting key activities between players and OEMs. The
data set contained within the accompanying Excel spreadsheet will allow a
more detail look into trends or data points that are of interest.

What are the key findings of Autonomous Strategies & 
Eco-system for 2023?

• What offerings do suppliers already have within the automotive sector, 
and what collaborations and partnerships are they forming in order to 
survive and thrive?

• How are tech players establishing themselves within the automotive 
sector and which methods are they using to acquire knowledge and 
capabilities?

• Which OEMs are leading the development and deployment of ADAS and 
autonomy and which OEMs are waiting to see the acceptance of L3?

Section Content

Executive Summary

An overview of the key themes and trends highlighted within this report.

Conclusion: Suppliers must prepare for deeper partnerships and 
collaborations within OEMs while broadening their product offerings in order 
to avoid becoming a commodity.

Tech Overview

An introduction to the key enablers and barriers concerning autonomy and an 
overview of how the industry is approaching the differing level of autonomy. 

Conclusion: The customer appeal of L3 is still unclear due to ALKS 
regulations, while L4 remains in experimental phases. 

Tier 1 Suppliers

Summation of the trends identified in the associated Excel spreadsheet.

Conclusion: Suppliers are forming ties and collaborations with companies 
who can enable them to increase their own product offering and 
accommodate the arrival of software defined vehicles.

Tech Players

Overview of tech players entering, and those already established within, the 
automotive industry.

Conclusion: Many new tech company entrants are choosing to focus on L4 
autonomy while acquiring companies with desired expertise. 

OEMs

Overview of current OEM players and a comparison of their autonomous 
readiness scoring.

Conclusion: Only a few OEMs are pursuing L3 while many others are 
choosing a watch and wait approach to gauge consumer acceptance.

Industry Collaboration

An overview of the key collaborations taken from the supporting excel 
document.

Conclusion: Some OEMs are moving away from traditional suppliers in 
favour of tech payers, who can offer a more comprehensive package to 
support software defined vehicles.

Next Steps Can SBD help you with any unanswered questions?



Example slides 
from the report
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Executive Summary

Most Western OEMs to deploy SAE L3 and L4 by 2030

Introduction 
year

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

SAE L2.3

SAE L3

SAE L4

SAE Level 3 systems are expected to be 
deployed by most Western OEMs and 
leading Chinese OEMs by 2030. 
Mercedes-Benz have already launched 
the system on a very limited scale, with 
other autonomous leaders expected to 
launch imminently. 

An inflection point is expected in 
2025 whereby the number of vehicles 
deployed with SAE L3 is expected to 
accelerate when several volume OEMs 
like Hyundai and Peugeot will launch 
these systems. 

Autonomous leaders are expecting to
deploy SAE L4 systems from 2026. 
This will likely be as a form of valet 
parking. 



Tier 1

Tier 1 - Overview

Overview

• SBD have assessed and sorted Tier 1 suppliers into three 
groups to show their relative position in the autonomous eco-
system. These groups are: Traditional, Emerging and Lagging 
Behind.

• Factors like the level of investment in ADAS technologies, 
breadth of product range and number of collaborations were 
used to decide a suppliers’ position in the autonomous eco-
system. The number of regions or countries that they operate 
in was also considered.

• For example, a supplier may be categorized as lagging behind
if it has a limited product range and only operates in a single 
market, even if it is a leader in that product area.

• In total, 18 Tier 1 suppliers have been profiled, all of which 
can be found in the excel file included with this report.

• This chapter will also cover a hand-picked selection of the 
most important mergers, acquisitions and AV pilots carried 
out by Tier 1’s. The Tier 1 activity chosen to be included is 
highlighted as being significant or otherwise important in 
telling the overall picture of the market.

• Expert SBD analysis of the strategies being used by Tier 1 
suppliers to elevate their position in the autonomous 
ecosystem is provided, and any trends discussed.

Lagging Behind
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Tier 1

Tier 1 – Key News

Key News

Luminar to supply lidars to a wide 
range of Mercedes-Benz vehicles

Luminar and Mercedes-Benz have extended 
their partnership, whereby Luminar will deploy 
their Iris Lidar on next-generation vehicles by 

mid-decade.

More here

February 2023 January 2023

ZF partners with Beep to bring 
autonomous shuttles to US market

ZF and Beep have partnered to deliver 
autonomous SAE L4 shuttles to the USA 

market. The partnership will combine ZF’s 
Autonomous Transport System with Beep’s 
mobility services and service management 

platform.

More here

February 2023

Robosense to supply Toyota with 
lidar sensors

Robosense will supply their RS-LIDAR-M lidar 
on multiple Toyota models. Toyota have 

established a number of joint ventures in China 
including with FAW, GAC and BYD.

More here

https://investors.luminartech.com/news-events/press-releases/detail/61/luminar-and-mercedes-benz-announce-broad-deal-across
https://press.zf.com/press/en/releases/release_49664.html
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230207005749/en/Future-Toyota-Cars-to-be-Powerd-by-RoboSense-LiDAR-for-Safer-Self-Driving
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Tech Players

Tech Players – Medium Investment

Medium Investment

This group of players have been categorized as ‘Medium Investment’. This means that these 
players have either received or given medium amounts of financial investment.

Having received medium amounts of investment, it may mean that these players do not 
have the financial might of other, larger Tech Players, but still have significant influence 
within the market and the ability to merge, acquire and invest in other tech players.

Key Mergers, Acquisitions & Investments

Tencent

Investment

Aurora

Acquired

Tencent

Investment

Waymo

Company: Latent Logic

Value: Unknown

Date: Dec 2019

Industry: Machine Learning

Acquired

Tencent

Acquired

Company: Oxbotica

Value: $47 Million

Date: Jan 2021

Industry: Autonomous vehicle 
software

Company: Mighty Ai

Value: Unknown

Date: Jun 2019

Industry: Artificial Intelligence 
for vision systems

Company: Mogoauto

Value: Unknown

Date: Jan 2022

Industry: Autonomous buses

Company: Sixents

Value: $17.9 Million

Date: Apr 2020

Industry: Positioning Service
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OEM

Key Autonomous & ADAS News

• Mercedes-Benz start selling cars with activated Drive Pilot system 
and plans to offer the feature in the USA. More Here

• BMW & Ansys to co-develop autonomous simulation software. 
More Here

• Volvo unveil their upcoming EX90 SUV which has a Luminar lidar 
equipped. More here

• Ford signs pivotal new ADAS deal with Mobileye. More Here

• Tesla inks deal with Samsung to develop new nano chip for 
autonomous cars. More Here

• CARIAD Selects Qualcomm to Power Volkswagen’s Future 
Automated Driving Solutions. More Here

• BMW Group, Qualcomm and Arriver to form long-lasting strategic 
cooperation for joint development of Automated Driving software 
solutions. More Here

• Ford Selects Telenav’s Electronic Horizon Application to Keep 
Drivers Safe. More Here

OEM - Leaders

Leaders

This group of OEMs have been classified as ‘Leaders’. These are OEMs that are leading the AV activities 
in terms of testing, R&D, investments and commitment to launch high-level AD. These OEMs will also 
have a comprehensive ADAS offering across their model range.

SBD Insight

• Most ‘Leaders’ are expected to launch both SAE L3 and L4 
systems by 2030. Mercedes-Benz has already launched their 
SAE L3 DRIVE PILOT in Germany. SBD expects their direct 
competitors, such as BMW and Audi, to follow shortly after.

• SAE L4 is expected to enter the market initially to support 
automated valet parking features.

• Leaders have been active in forming software, sensor and 
chip partnerships to accelerate the development of their SAE 
L3 and L4 systems.

Deployment timeline

L3 L3 L3

L3

L4

L3L3

2023 2024 2025 2026 20272022 2028 2029

L4

L2.
3

L4

https://safecarnews.com/mercedes-benz-to-start-selling-cars-with-activated-drive-pilot-system/
https://safecarnews.com/the-bmw-group-ansys-c0-developing-simulation-software/
https://www.media.volvocars.com/global/en-gb/media/pressreleases/305657/the-new-fully-electric-volvo-ex90-the-start-of-a-new-era-for-volvo-cars
https://www.mobileye.com/blog/ford-bets-big-on-mobileye-tech/
https://thedriven.io/2021/01/27/tesla-inks-deal-with-samsung-to-develop-new-nano-chip-for-autonomous-cars/
https://www.qualcomm.com/news/releases/2022/05/cariad-selects-qualcomm-power-volkswagens-future-automated-driving
https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/global/article/detail/T0373015EN/bmw-group-qualcomm-and-arriver-to-form-long-lasting-strategic-cooperation-for-joint-development-of-automated-driving-software-solutions?language=en
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220120005348/en/Ford-Selects-Telenav%E2%80%99s-Electronic-Horizon-Application-to-Keep-Drivers-Safe
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OEM

SAE L2+/SAE L3 Announcements

L2/L3 Announcements

Kia confirms SAE Level 3 capability in EV9 word premiere

Kia’s SAE Level 3 Highway Driving Pilot (HDP) will be available in the markets where 
there is a regulatory approval for conditional automation (US, Germany, Japan). The 
same system is also expected to be available on Genesis G90.

Honda says it will add hands-free technology to all models sold in 
the US by 2030

The next-generation of Honda Sensing 360 system will be standard on all vehicles sold in 
the US by 2030 which will realize new functions to reduce driver burden. 

2023 Mustang Mach-E gaining hands-free lane changes with Ford’s 
BlueCruise 1.2 update

Ford plans to introduce three new features with its next-generation BlueCruise 1.2 active 
driver assist, including hands-free lane changes.

Lucid Air with Level 3 capability to go on sale by 2023

Lucid AIR electric sedan will come as standard with lidar and driver monitoring to support 
Level 3 self-driving capability, called DreamDrive.

GM confirms the availability of Ultra Cruise on Cadillac model

Cadillac’s Celestiq EV sedan MY2024 will be the first model from GM to get 
UltraCruise that enables hands-free driving on nearly 2 million miles of US and Canadian 
roads. It will be powered by a long-range LiDAR, short/long-range radars, mono-cameras 
and driver-facing camera. 

Key Takeaways

• Kia is the latest to announce SAE L3 availability 
on its EV9 called Highway Driving Pilot. 

• Lucid has confirmed that its SAE Level 3 AIR will 
go on sale in 2023.

• GM’s Ultra Cruise is a more sensor-heavy version 
of Super Cruise and will be first made available 
on the 2024 Cadillac Celestiq electric sedan.

• Honda was the first automaker to launch SAE 
Level 3 system on a commercially selling model 
in Japan (limited only to 100 models). However, 
Honda has been relatively slow in pushing 
hands-free technology elsewhere. 

• BMW has been offering hands-free driving 
technology in a few models since 2020 but it 
hasn’t revealed any plans to launch SAE Level 
3 officially. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tRTctRhe5c
https://www.repairerdrivennews.com/2022/12/01/honda-says-it-will-add-hands-free-technology-to-all-models-sold-in-the-us-by-2030/#:~:text=Article%20%7C%20NEXT%20Article%20%C2%BB-,Honda%20says%20it%20will%20add%20hands%2Dfree%20technology%20to%20all,in%20the%20US%20by%202030&text=Honda%20Motor%20Co.,of%20its%20models%20by%202030.
https://www.repairerdrivennews.com/2022/12/01/honda-says-it-will-add-hands-free-technology-to-all-models-sold-in-the-us-by-2030/#:~:text=Article%20%7C%20NEXT%20Article%20%C2%BB-,Honda%20says%20it%20will%20add%20hands%2Dfree%20technology%20to%20all,in%20the%20US%20by%202030&text=Honda%20Motor%20Co.,of%20its%20models%20by%202030.
https://electrek.co/2023/03/28/bluecruise-1-2-ford-mustang/
https://electrek.co/2023/03/28/bluecruise-1-2-ford-mustang/
https://www.lucidmotors.com/media-room/lucid-gravity-reservations-open-early-2023
https://safecarnews.com/gm-reveals-new-details-of-ultra-cruise-adas/
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Contact SBD Automotive

Contact Us

USA UK Germany India China Japan

Garren Carr
North America
garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
+1 734 619 7969

SBD Japan Sales Team
Japan, South Korea & Australia
postbox@sbdautomotive.com
+81 52 253 6201

SBD China Sales Team
China
salesChina@sbdautomotive.com
+86 18516653761

Andrea Sroczynski
Germany, North & East Europe 
andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
+49 211 9753153-1

Luigi Bisbiglia
UK, South & West Europe
luigibisbiglia@sbdautomotive.com
+44 1908 305102

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions or feedback about this 
research report or SBD Automotive’s consulting services, 
you can email us at info@sbdautomotive.com or discuss 
with your local account manager below.

Book a meeting

info@sbdautomotive.com
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